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Abstract

The rapid advance of electronic devices and fabrication technologies have further promoted

the field of wearables and smart textiles. Several challenges remain, as most of the current

efforts in textile electronics focus on 'niche' applications and lack of sensing modalities, as

well as large-scale coverage. We introduce a new platform of flexible-stretchable distributed

sensor networks that can be embedded into a digitally-knit textile. It can be customized for

various forms and functions using standard, accessible, and low-cost manufacturing

approach. Rigorous experimental and theoretical investigations of each sensor modality, the

robustness of sensor-interconnects system, washability, breathability, and sensor-to-skin

contact pressure define the critical features of this novel electronic textile platform. The

realization of a tailored, intelligent bodysuit that simultaneously and wirelessly monitors

multi-nodal temperature, heart rate, and respiration, as well as physical activity demonstrates

its vision for multi-functional, seamless health and activity monitoring, with potential

implications in clinical medicine, healthcare, rehabilitation, and sports science.
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Abstract

The rapid advance of electronic devices and fabrication technologies have further

promoted the field of wearables and smart textiles. Several challenges remain, as most of the

current efforts in textile electronics focus on 'niche' applications and lack of sensing modalities

as well as large-scale coverage. We introduce a new platform of flexible-stretchable

distributed sensor networks that can be embedded into a digitally-knit textile. It can be

customized for various forms and functions using standard, accessible, and low-cost

manufacturing approach. Rigorous experimental and theoretical investigations of each sensor

modality, the robustness of sensor-interconnects systems, washability, breathability, and

sensor-to-skin contact pressure define the critical features of this novel electronic textile

platform. The realization of a tailored, intelligent bodysuit that simultaneously and wirelessly

monitors multi-nodal temperature, heart rate, and respiration, as well as physical activity

demonstrates its vision for multi-functional, seamless health and activity monitoring, with

potential implications in clinical medicine, healthcare, rehabilitation, and sports science.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Continuous monitoring of physiological signals and physical activity is fundamental

in health science, medical research, and clinical medicine as it allows a more accurate

examination of a patient's condition, disease progression, and better treatment decision.

Significant developments in science, technology, medicine, as well as in societal change have

been driving the progress of healthcare. We are continually seeking to find new solutions to

deliver healthcare and treat patients with chronic diseases more effectively. There is a

paradigm shift in the way we provide healthcare, from curing to preventing to constant care,

and from hospital-centered to patient-oriented health. We aspire to have medical technology

that is not only accessible, accurate, and comfortable, but can also be functional anywhere and

anytime to improve our health and wellbeing.

In recent years, we have witnessed a vast advancement towards flexible and stretchable

devices [1-3]. The current form-factor of medical devices that are rigid and boxy starts to

become soft and conformable. This brings out health monitoring that is non-obtrusive,

imperceptible, and closer to our body, even when we are away from the hospital [4]. There

are two major classes of wearable electronics for healthcare: on-skin and textile electronics.

Thin, soft and skin-like electronics in the form of a patch that can also be wireless have been

17



developed to precisely detect various physiological signals, such as electrophysiology,

temperature, pulse oximetry, blood pressure, hydration, and others. They are made either by

designing a particular structure that can withstand strain on a deformable polymeric substrate

or by using intrinsically stretchable materials [5]. However, they mostly have a soft, fragile

nature, and require adhesive tape to laminate on the skin, restraining them from a long-term

operation. They also require novel materials and micro-fabrication techniques to develop,

making them relatively high-cost and challenging for mass-manufacturing and large-scale

deployment.

Textiles and clothing, on the other hand, are ubiquitous in daily life. We wear and wash them

regularly, and they give us comfort and protection from the outside environments. Being the

closest layer to our body, they provide an ideal platform for the integration of electronics to

monitor physiological processes through the skin. Devices integrated into textiles can offer

several advantages, including a reduced number of loose connecting wires between sensors,

actuators, and processors and enhanced mobility and comfort for the wearer. Several efforts

have been conducted to integrate electronics into textiles, for instance, by coating yarns with

metal or printing conductive inks on fabrics to serve as electrodes for electrophysiology or

sweat analysis, weaving electronics fabricated on polyimide strips for humidity, temperature,

and pulse oximetry sensing, and developing electronic fibers for seamless woven e-textiles

[8,9]. Most of these intelligent textiles, however, focus on the attachment of electronics onto

fabrics by sewing or screen-printing, or integration of functional threads or strips by weaving.

Recent efforts also focus on the design of customizable, modular, and reconfigurable soft

electronics [10-12], but not so many apply these principles to textile-based applications. The

wide variations in human body size and shape prove to be. a challenge on the design and

development of smart clothing. Accordingly, a universal platform of sensor networks on

textiles as well as their hardware-software integration must be established [13]. With this

standardization, industries can, therefore, work on specific parts, such as sensor modules and

not be concerned about designing a full wearable system. Further processes can then focus on

personalization of smart clothing based on user's requirements and needs.
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Through this work, we have developed a technique of combining thin, customizable flexible-

stretchable electronic devices including interconnect lines and off-the-shelf integrated circuits

with plastic substrates that can be woven into knitted textile using an accessible and low-cost

manufacturing approach. Similar to a compression garment, the nature of this stretchable

knitted textile will allow more intimate contact between electronics and the skin. Our

technique creates a platform to integrate a large assortment of flexible-stretchable electronic

systems in a compression bodysuit for large-scale physiological sensing. Similar to a

compression garment, the nature of this knitted textile will allow more intimate, comfortable,

and conformable contact between electronics and the skin. In the end, we demonstrate the

capability of this suit for distributed, wireless physiological and physical activity sensing,

such as temperature, respiration, and heart-rate monitoring around the human body during

various activities.

In this thesis, we will first look into the fundamentals of textile fibers and fabrics, their

manufacturing technologies, flexible and stretchable electronic devices and sensor networks,

state-of-the-art electronic textile research, as well as current challenges in the

commercialization of smart clothing (Chapter 2). Secondly, we will explain our proposed

research and contribution (Chapter 3). Following after, we will cover the fabrication (Chapter

4) and characterization (Chapter 5) process of our electronic system comprising sensor

modules and their interconnections. We will then go through the development of

personalized fabrics from a digital knitting machine, before going deeper into the garment

tailoring process and the integration of electronics into fabrics (Chapter 6). For reliability

testing, we will perform a mechanical analysis on the flexible-stretchable electronics, evaluate

washability and breathability of the electronic textile, as well as measure skin pressure of a

compression suit (Chapter 7). Finally, we will demonstrate and evaluate the scalability of our

system, and the capability of the electronic textile bodysuit to perform multi-modal and multi-

nodal physiological and physical activity sensing during intense physical exercise (Chapter

8).
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Chapter 2: Background Research
and Related Work

2.1 Flexible and Stretchable Electronic Devices

Recent advances in new materials, device designs, and fabrication strategies have

established a new form of soft electronics that are biocompatible and can be flexed and

stretched to bridge the biological, geometrical, and mechanical mismatch between electronics

and the human body [3][4]. They enable a myriad of novel wearable and implantable

applications, from physiological and activity monitoring, physical interaction media,

prosthetics, to robotics. As illustrated in Figure 2.1a, electronics for the human body can be

classified into three categories: implantable, on-body, and carry-on electronics [6]. The

smartphone is the best example of carry-on electronics. Implantable electronics require

invasive techniques to regions under the skin, for instance, to the brain, spinal cord, or organs,

such as heart, lung, and diaphragm (Figure 2.1b) [3,4]. On-body electronics can be further

classified into wearables and on-skin devices. Wearables can show up in the form of clothing

or accessories such as electronic textile smart-suits and smartwatches [9], while on-skin

devices can be intimately laminated on to the skin and adhered through van der Wall force in
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- I

epidermis [10], or are attachable in the form of skin bands (Figure 2.1c) or stickers (Figure

2.1d) [6,7].

Flexile and Stretchable lectronic
Devices and Systems for the Human Body

c

Figure2.1:Flexible andstretchableelectronicdevices,a)forthehumanbodyclassification

and applications (adapted from Liu et al. [6]), b) Wireless soft implantable devices for

optogenetics (reprinted from Park et al. [7]), c) Flexible multiplexed sensing band for sweat

biochemical analysis (reprinted from Gao et al. [12]), d) Breathable electronics on fabric for

multi-modal physiological sensing (reprinted from Jang et al. [11])

The performance and use-cases of flexible and stretchable electronic devices are defined by

their material properties, choice of substrates, and fabrication techniques. Most state-of-the-

artflexible electronicsare developedbyfabricating[13]ortransfer-printing[14]deviceson

flexible substrates orby thinning down silicon wafers with methods such as dry etching, wet

chemical etching, grinding, chemical-mechanicalpolishing,andexfoliating[15].Ontheother

hand, stretchable electronics are realized by developing intrinsically stretchable materials [16],

designing serpentineBinterconnectarchitecturethatallowsstretchingofrigidstructuresonan

elastomeric substrate [17], or leveraging abuckling mechanism by pre-stretching an

elastomeric substrate [18].Tobolster technologicaltranslation,usingmaterialsandsubstrates

thatGaresimperceptible, transparent, haveself-healingproperties,orreusable,isalsoessential

[15-17].Aself-healing ability allowscertain electronic devices toregain backtheir mechanical

and electrical characteristics upon minordamage and isparticularlyuseful for devices that
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experience accidental cuts or scratches. Ultra-thin and transparent designs allow intimate

integration, enhance comfortability, and support widespread user acceptance. In addition,

reusability and washability enable long life-span usage, which minimizes the negative

environmental impact of such novel electronic devices.

2.2 Smart Textiles: from Manufacturing to Integration

Textiles or fabrics are omnipresent in everyday life. From clothing to interior design,

the comfortability and aesthetics of textiles have satisfied and kept our needs, comfort,

hygiene and warmth, while allowing us to express ourselves through fashion. Advanced

textiles are blooming, from phase-changing or bio-hybrid suit, thermos-chromic infused

textile that changes colour with heat, moisture-repellent fabrics, to biometric knit sportswear

that could improve athlete's movement dynamics or performance [22- 24]. Fusing electronics

and computation capabilities into textiles has becomes a hot topic, initiated by the wearable

movement around 1990 [24]. Intelligent textiles not only passively sense the environment, but

also to response and adapt towards its change; its applications have expanded not only in

physiological and physical monitoring, but also in physical interaction to interactive media.

This section will cover the fundamental of textile materials and manufacturing techniques

before looking more in-depth into smart materials incorporation, electronic integration, and

system design, focusing on sensing applications in health and biomedicine.

2.2.1 Textile Fibers and Manufacturing Technologies

Fibres are the most fundamental building block of fabrics. There are two types of

fibres: natural and artificial (Figure 2.2b). Natural fibres come from animal such as wool or

silk and plants, such as cotton whereas synthetic fibres can be developed from polymers,

rayon or inorganic materials such as glass or ceramic. As illustrated in Figure 2.2a, the

combination of multiple fibres either by twisting or non-twisting in a long strand results in

the development of yarns whereas the number of filaments and different methods of twisting

them define the yarns types and properties [25], [261. After the fibres or yarns are spun, textile

assemblies, such as through weaving or knitting (Figure 2.2c) and treatments can be
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implemented to form fabrics. The multiple assembly processes will define fabric features. For

example, we can engineer the fabric texture, appearance, feel, and drape. These qualities will

correlate to textile performance, such as strength, endurance, and comfort. Finally, further

garment manufacturing through cutting, sewing, fusing, or embroidery will define its look

and applications.
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Figure 2.2: From fibers to fabrics, a) Garment assembly and manufacturing process, b) SEM
image of different types of fibres (reprinted from Ross [27]), c) Woven, knit, and non-woven

fabric structure respectively (reprinted from Misnon et al. [28]).

2.2.2 Textile-based Electronics

2.2.2.1 Electronic Yarns

As shown in Figure 2.3, conductive threads can consist of fully metal filaments, such

as silver, gold, copper, or aluminium or a blend between these filaments and base yarns or

fibres, such as nylon, cotton, polyester, polyimide. The metal filaments are developed by a

mechanical process called wire-drawing [30]. These filaments can be twisted together with

the base fibres using a textile spinning machine; this spinning process will result in much

more compatible threads for sewing due to its enhanced durability and flexibility. A more

straightforward technique to make conductive threads is by coating conductive materials to
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fibers. The drawback of this technique compared to fully-metal filaments is that the threads

will not be able to withstand high temperature and soldering. One example of solderable

yarns is insulated copper core twisted with common yarn, as demonstrated by Project

Jacquard. [31].

Other examples of electronic yarns are piezoelectric, triboelectric, and piezo-resistive yarns.

Piezoelectric PVDF yarns can be fabricated through thermal drawing of solution or

electrospinning [33-34]. Due to the nature of piezoelectric materials, these yarns could induce

electric charges, thus voltage output upon applied stress and vice versa from the piezoelectric

effect phenomena. Triboelectric yarns produce electricity through a combination of

electrostatic induction and triboelectric effect. The yarn typically consists of a single stainless-

steel core coated with silicone rubber as insulation [34]. As the yarn is compressed and

separated to and from an insulating medium, electrons travel from the medium to the silicone

rubber surface and vice versa. The recurred induction of charges results in a successive flow of

positive and negative currents. Lastly, piezo-resistive yarns are usually fabricated through the

coating of conductive composite, such as PPy [35]. The resistance of piezo-resistive yarns is

generally higher and sensitive to pressure and strain due to the composite conduction matrix.

Using a thermal drawing technique, recent attempts also result in the integration of more

complex discrete electronic devices into fibres [36], [37]. Figure 2.3g-h demonstrates

semiconductor devices incorporated into polycarbonate fibers through thermal drawing.

Tungsten wire is used as interconnects between the electronic semiconductor blocks. These

fibers, integrated with LEDs or diodes can be leveraged for fabric-based optical

communications.
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Figure 2.3: Various types of electronic yarns, a-c) Cross-sectional view and d-f)

corresponding images of various conductive threads (reprinted from Stoppa and Chiolerio

[30], Tao et al. [381), g) Exploded view of electronic-integrated yarn, and h) Demonstration of

optoelectronic fibres (reprinted from Rein et al. [36])

2.2.2.2 Electronic Fabrics

Before becoming smart fabrics, electronic yarns undergo standard procedures, either

with automatic or manual weaving or knitting. Figure 2.4a shows two structures of woven

smart fabric, while Figure 2.4b demonstrates the weaving of electronic-embedded yarn with

common yarns. Not only for electromagnetic shielding, anti-static covers, or protective

clothing or uniforms in cleanroom and military, the most popular type of electronic fabrics,

the conductive fabrics have also started to be used for a vast range of applications, such as for

human-computer interaction by using it as touch and proximity sensors [39], or biomedical

monitoring by treating it as soft electrodes for ECG, EMG, or EEG [40]. An example of ancient,

traditional electronic fabric is a metallic silk organza from India around the mid 18th century

[29].

Other types of electronic fabrics, which are piezoresistive and piezoelectric fabrics find their

use for static and dynamic pressure or strain sensing respectively, while the latter could also

work as energy-harvesters. Due to its intrinsic mechanical property and comfort, knit

electronic fabrics have been utilized as a matrix for designing composite-based textile strain

sensors (Figure 2.5c), as well as garment-based wearables. Researchers have also started to
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apply geometric design principles as a way to tune not only the mechanical, but also the

electrical property of smart fabrics [41].
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Figure 2.4: Different types of woven electronic textiles, a) Woven PVDF textile structures

(reprinted from Lund et al. [33]), b) Optoelectronic fibre woven textile (reprinted from Rein

et al. [36]), and c) Knit-based textile strain sensor for wearable monitoring (reprinted from

Seyedin et al. [42])

2.2.3 System-On-Textile

Several efforts have integrated fabrics with electronics especially for computation in

the form of individual ICs on a PCB or used the fabric itself as a matrix for a textile-based

circuit board. As for the interconnects, many traditional methods of textile manufacturing

have been applied, such as sewing, embroidery, and weaving of conductive threads. Other

explorations incorporate automated screen or ink-jet printing of conductive polymer. One of

the first efforts in developing textile circuits is e-broidery by Post et al. [24]. By embroidery

of steel threads through a special carrier for high-density pins, connections to high-density

microprocessors can be achieved. As shown in Figure 2.5a, Linz et al. developed a customized

flexible PCB in which connection to the textile layer is done through looping conductive

threads, whereas Buechley and Eisenberg explored do-it-yourself, multi-layer fabric PCB

using conductive fabrics, sacrificial films, and iron-on adhesive (Figure 2.5c) [43, 45].

Locher et al. pushed further, as they created a woven matrix for the conductive routing of

electronic textiles. A wire-grid fabric, named PETEX, is fabricated by weaving common
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threads with conductive filaments (Figure 2.5b) [44]. Interconnects can be realized by cutting

intersections by laser ablation and using conductive adhesive and encapsulation. Fusing

interposers would then create a bridge to connect this wire-grid with IC pads. Laser ablation

defined the direction or the path of the wires, and conductive adhesive, interposers, and

encapsulation techniques were used to connect intersections and ICs. Lee et al. demonstrated

another interesting approach to developing multi-layer fabric PCB [46]. They designed an

Eyelet metal connector to provide vias to connect screen-printed circuits on both sides of the

fabric (Figure 2.5d). As shown in Figure 2.5e, Tao et al. developed a washable electronic system

for electrophysiology and activity monitoring [47]. Adhesion and encapsulation processes

with TPU and PDMS electrically and mechanically protect the processing and communication

flexible PCB during washing. The system is connected to textile electrodes and attached to a

compression garment.

Technology providing sensing and display functions seamlessly woven as a fabric patch has

also been developed by Cherenack et al. (Figure 2.5g) [48]. The team developed a fabrication

process of inorganic transistors on polyimide strips. The transistors are used as switching

circuits for connection to temperature and humidity sensors, as well as LEDs. These devices

can withstand multiple bending and washability tests [48]. Notable research that could push

the commercialization of smart textiles is Google's Project Jacquard garment [31]. The project

covered multi-disciplinary efforts, from customization of yarns, large-scale weaving,

connectorizing, to circuit assembly (textiles, connectors, and electronics) in order to develop

Levi's Commuter Jacket, a functional garment for physical gesture detection [31]. A

miniaturized electronic system that can possibly be invisibly woven or knitted into fabrics in

a low-cost, accessible manner is, therefore, a current emerging area [36][49].
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Figure 2.5: Several examples of electronics attached on or woven into textiles, a) Flexible

PCB connected with embroidered conductive yarn (reprinted from [43]), b) Integrating

circuits into fabrics with PETEX (reprinted from Locher et al. [44]), c) Multi-layer fabric PCB

(reprinted from Buechley and Eisenberg [45]), d) Screen-printed fabric PCB with Eyelet

(reprinted from Lee et al. [46]), e) Textronic system encapsulated and attached on

compression garment (reprinted from Tao et al. [47]), f) Full prototype of Jacquard's touch-

sensitive fabric implemented with minimal electronic systems (reprinted from Gong et al.

[31]), and g) Woven fabric with sensing and display function (reprinted from Cherencak et

al. [48])
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2.3 Smart Textiles as Disruptive Technology

Smart textiles are currently facing wide-spread use challenge due to their niche

market. Current development and manufacturing efforts focus only on specific applications

and a small number of customers. A universal platform of electronic textiles, including their

hardware-software integration, must therefore be established. With this standardization,

industries can, therefore, work on specific parts, such as sensor modules and not be concerned

about designing a full wearable system. Further processes can then focus on personalization

of smart clothing based on user requirements and needs or on developing useful applications.

The initial effort of adaptive smart clothing for physiological sensing was introduced by

Gopalsamy et al. in their 'The Wearable Motherboard' [50]. By providing a design and

development framework for functional clothing, as shown in Figure 2.6a, the effort showed

how consolidating new materials and manufacturing techniques could offer textiles as a

viable technology for the future of healthcare. The main performance requirements of smart

textiles, such as wearability, durability, manufacturability, affordability, and maintainability

must be considered carefully in the design so that they can resist long-term usage and become

acceptable to the society. Connectability and functionality of smart textiles require cross-

pollination in both textile and electronics manufacturing technologies. Therefore, there need

to be multi-disciplinary efforts in order for smart textiles to into the major industry by

generalizing mass-manufacturing and development of smart textiles or clothing in every

aspect, from textile, hardware, to software.

Tr6ster's SimpleSkin project demonstrated an effort towards mass-producible general sensing

fabric by defining abstraction layers between sensing textile production, garment

manufacturing, hardware implementation, and software platform [51]. A multi-modal

general sensing fabric capable of capacitive, resistive, and bio-impedance sensing is

developed to measure electrophysiological signals, movements, activities, and change in body

electrical characteristics. The dense sensor array enables a platform for various applications
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and use-cases. As illustrated in Figure 2.6b, similar to how we develop applications in our

smartphones, software developers should be able to design applications utilizing the dense

sensor array, and textile manufacturers should be able to make a collection of garments with

the sensing fabric. There should be convention and clear separations between the community

of industry creating the fabric, garments, electronic platforms.
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Figure 2.6: a) The Wearable Motherboard design and development framework (reprinted

from Park and Jayaraman [50]), b) Components of a modular smart textile from fabrics to

applications (reprinted from Tr6ster [51])
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2.3 Distributed, Modular Sensor Networks as a Skin

The ability of assortment of electronic modules to sense, communicate, and response

mimicking the biological skin has catalysed new developments of sensory skin in areas such

as human augmentation, robotics, prosthetics, and medicine [52]. Inspired by the capability

of our somatosensory system, many researchers have started to develop and deploy the so

called 'electronic skins' as distributed sensor networks. One of the first examples is Tribble, a

polyhedron decentralized sensor network composed of patches of multi-modal sensors (FSR,

whisker, light, temperature, microphone) and actuators (display, vibration, and audio) [53].

In another form factor, Gong et al. explored novel conductive inkjet printing on a flexible

substrate to develop a single layer, multi-modal (proximity, touch, pressure) sensing surface.

The roll-to-roll manufacturing could enable large-area development, and they demonstrate

its applications for floor or wall sensing, for instance, to detect location, foot-steps, or near-

field signals. SensorTape (Figure 2.7a) demonstrated a more miniaturized version, which can

be attached to any surface from the environment to the human body [55]. It leveraged a peer-

to-peer networking, PC master-slave architecture to communicate to every sensor node

(Figure 2.7b). The modular PCB design enables SensorTape to be cut and re-joined.

As materials, fabrication technologies, and system integration become more advanced, it is

now possible to develop electronics on novel soft substrates; these advances have triggered

novel research areas such as smart textiles and stretchable epidermal electronics, specifically

for biomedical monitoring [10,31]. Even though most of the work in these areas focus on single

modality, or on new manufacturing methods or centralized systems, recent work also focuses

on scalable, modular and reconfigurable on-skin electronic systems. As illustrated in Figure

2.7c), Kang et al. fabricated self-healable interconnects by using an octadecyltrichlorosilane-

treated elastomer and liquid metal alloy (EGaIn) [56]. They demonstrated wearable and 3-D

modular electronics where islands of sensors can be assembled and reconfigured with cuttable

and self-healable FCinterconnect bridges (Figure 2.7d). The thin and stretchable properties
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allow lamination on the skin for on-body sensing. The variations of human body shape and

size also demand personalized design of on-skin electronics. Similar to how we tailor our

garments, Yoon et al. have developed soft modular electronic system blocks for personal,

wearable health sensing [57]. They designed modular blocks comprising circuits, sensors, and

interconnect elements (Figure 2.7e). Stretchable silver nanowires embedded in PDMS that can

be fabricated in different lengths and form-factors are used as the interconnects. The

interconnects can be connected with the other elements by plasma siloxane bonding. This

tailored approach enables the correction of sensor misalignments through personalization

(Figure 2.7f), since different users have different lengths of each finger, distances between each

finger, and distances between each finger joint.

The modularity and reconfigurability of these wearable sensors allow large coverage for on-

skin sensing. An example of whole-body sensing was recently demonstrated by Han et al.

[58]. Instead of using a wired peer-to-peer network, wireless, NFC, battery-free epidermal

sensors for temperature and pressure monitoring were distributed across the body as

presented in Figure 2.7g. Each sensor node consisted of a microfabricated pressure sensor,

coil, and NFC chip with a temperature sensor built-in. The device is encapsulated with PDMS

and attached to the body using adhesive tape. NFC readers integrated inside a hospital bed

allow the application of these on-body distributed sensor networks for temperature circadian

rhythm monitoring and pressure-ulcer prevention during bed rest. This on-going research

shows a promising future towards the invisible and ubiquitous electronics that can live and

function on the human body. Further efforts in terms of breathability and comfort are required

to realize long-term usage of such devices.
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Figure 2.7: Soft, skin-like distributed sensor networks a) Flexible, modular, roll-to-roll

sensor networks as a tape (reprinted from Dementyev and Paradiso [55]), b) System

architecture of SensorTape, c-d) Soft modular wearable on-skin system (reprinted from

Kang et al. [56]), e-f) Stretchable modular hybrid electronics for tailored wearable healthcare

devices (reprinted from Yoon et al. [57]), g) Distributed NFC multi-modal sensors for whole-

body temperature and pressure monitoring (reprinted from Han et al. [58]), h) Exploded

view of the NFC sensor
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Chapter 3: Proposed Work and

Contribution

As discussed in the previous chapter, there are two major classes of wearable, on-body

electronics for healthcare: on-skin and textile electronics. Thin, soft and skin-like electronics

in the form of a patch that can also be wireless have been developed to precisely detect various

physiological and physical signals, through electrophysiology, pulse oximetry, blood

pressure, hydration, temperature, skin stiffness, pH, humidity, strain sensing, et cetera [5],

[59]. They are made either by designing a particular structure that can withstand strain on a

deformable polymeric substrate or by using intrinsically stretchable materials. Several efforts

have also been conducted to integrate electronics into textiles, for instance, by coating yarns

with metal or printing conductive inks on fabrics to serve as electrodes for electrophysiology

or sweat analysis, weaving electronics fabricated on polyimide strips for humidity,

temperature, and pulse oximetry sensing, and developing electronic fibers for seamless

woven electronic textiles [37-38,61-62].
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Note that these past research efforts mostly measure a single parameter at a particular location

of the body. Distributed sensors that can spatiotemporally map multiple physiological

processes and physical movements in different regions of the body can also be a valuable tool

for clinicians [61]. They can provide a rich dataset to assess a health condition, predict disease,

or advance sports science and analytics. An example is soft, battery-free epidermal sensors

that can be adhered to various regions of the body to perform full-body skin temperature and

physical pressure mapping [58]. These sticker-like sensors are used in sleep studies to help

with the treatment of sleep disorders and pressure ulcers on a clinical bed setup. However,

even though they are wireless, the epidermal sensors require an NFC reader around the

vicinity to power the electronics and collect the data. It cannot be used while performing

dynamic activities, which limit their applications outside the bed. This is also one of the critical

drawbacks of IR thermography. Their soft, fragile nature and adhesive tape application on

the skin restrains them from long-term operations. Most soft textile electronic devices also

require novel materials and micro-fabrication techniques to develop, making them relatively

high-cost and challenging for mass manufacturing and large-scale deployment.

Textiles and clothing, on the other hand, are ubiquitous in our daily life. We wear and wash

them regularly, and they give us comfort and protection from the outside environments.

Being the closest layer to our body, they provide an ideal platform for the integration of

electronics to monitor physiological processes through the skin. Their materials and

production processes have matured and existed since the late prehistoric period [62]. Most of

the intelligent textiles work till date, however, focus on the attachment of electronics onto

fabrics by sewing or screen-printing, or integration of functional threads or strips by weaving.

As the first step towards seamless, distributed on-body sensing on a tailored bodysuit, we

will explore an approach and application of large-scale stretchable electronics integrated into

personalized knitted textiles for physiological and physical activity sensing around the body.

Similar to a compression garment, the nature of this knitted textile allows more comfortable

and intimate contact between electronics and the skin. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, we create

a platform to integrate various assortment of an electronic system in the form of flexible-

stretchable electronic strips into personalized textiles fabricated with digital knitting
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technology. The textile platform consists of channels or pockets for the weaving of these

customized electronic strips (Figure 3.1a).

We will weave multiple temperature sensor nodes across a tailored biomedical suit, to

monitor the human skin surface temperature distribution (Figure 3.1b). The temperature

distribution will enable us to study the heat transfer between our skin and the environment.

Thus, we can thoroughly study hypothermic and hyperthermic conditions of patients,

evaluate thermal comfort, and observe the circadian rhythm that regulates tiredness and the

wakefulness state throughout the day with this technology [63]. Intense physical activity

activates the muscle, produces heat in the core element, and initiates vasoconstriction that

transfers blood from internal to superficial regions of the body [64]. Based on this

phenomenon, we can monitor temperature change around the body during various dynamic

physical activities such as exercise, to see how heat dissipation and perspiration influence

athletic performance. In addition, accelerometers will be integrated to detect heart rate and

respiration based on mechanoacoustic sensing [691.

The main hub consists of a microprocessor, wireless communication, power management

system, and battery. We will use the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol for wireless

communication. To gather all of the signals from the interconnects and connect it to the main

hub, insulated copper wires will be distributed across the seam lines of the suit. We will design

a mechanism to separate soft (e-textile) and hard (main hub) to allow the suit to be washable

by developing a customized connector. We will use the Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) protocol

for wireless communication. The data will be periodically sent to a computer or tablet for data

visualization.
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Figure 3.1: a) Textile channel for weaving flexible-stretchable electronic strips, b) Illustration

of a wireless intelligent bodysuit for distributed on-body sensing
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Evaluation of this work covers multiple aspects including the sensors, interconnects, textile

interfaces, and hardware-software integration. We will initially characterize and test each

sensing modality in terms of its response to stimuli, sensitivity, and accuracy. For temperature

sensing, we will construct a characterization setup using a hotplate. We will study how the

textile layer influences the heat distribution of the temperature sensor and implement a

calibration method for accurate skin temperature measurement. All sensing modalities will

also be tested with human subjects, and for cross-validation, simultaneous data collection will

be conducted with an existing IR thermal camera and clinical-grade sensors to show the

reliability of each sensor. Human subjects test in biomedical research formal approval will be

obtained from COUHES. In the end, in-vivo testing will be done with a subject wearing the

bodysuit and performing physical activities, such as walking or exercising.

We will also perform dynamic mechanical analysis to show the durability of our electronic

textile. By performing a high-number of cyclic tensile tests on the interconnects, we can

observe not only how much strain the textile can endure, but also whether it could withstand

long-term wear upon repeated stretching. Another critical aspect of evaluating electronic

textiles is the washability. In this respect, we will perform cyclic washing tests using a front-

loading washing machine and standard detergent. We will validate the sensors response

before and after each washability test to determine the effectiveness of our encapsulation

methods.

In summary, the contribution of this project will be:

• Low-cost, large-scale manufacturing of flexible-stretchable electronics embedded

into personalized digitally-knitted textiles

• Design of a multi-modal, scalable sensor nodes architecture (Figure 3.2) with

characterization and calibration of each sensing element

• Electrical and mechanical characterization of electronics (sensors and interconnects),

and compression textiles (washability, breathability, and pressure profiles)

• Development and demonstration of tailored intelligent bodysuit with wireless

communication capability during physical exercise
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Initial efforts of this work were conducted in Shenzhen, China at the Media Lab Research at

Scale program for one month during Summer, 2018. We worked with the factories and learned

large-scale design and manufacturing processes of flexible printed circuit boards and digital

textiles to lay the groundwork of this project.

Figure 3.2: Illustration of scalable, modular architecture of distributed electronic

systems on textile that can be cut and rejoined.
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Chapter 4: Electronics Design

and Fabrication

4.1 Device Fabrication

The sensor islands and interconnects are developed using two-layer industrial flexible

PCB processes with additional steps for chip and passive components assembly and

encapsulation (Figure 4.la). As shown in Figure 4.1b, the process started with double-sided

copper (5 pm) on polyimide substrate (60 pm) cut into sheets of 25 x 25 cm. Via holes (150

pm) were then punched through mechanical drilling for interlayer connections. Electroless-

plating process was used to grow 0.3-0.5 pm copper seed layer around the hole-wall. The

process was followed by copper plating through electroplating to increase the thickness to

5pm. Photosensitive dry film was laminated on the surface of the copper by pressing and

prepared for image transfer. Photographic film was used as a selective mask for ultraviolet

radiation that polymerizes the exposed part of the dry photosensitive film. Then, Na2CO3was

used as a developer to remove the non-polymerized part of the dry film. Etching of copper

was done through the reactionof CuCl2+ HCl + H202. In the end, stripping was done to

remove the dry film on the copper foil by submerging in NaOH. We then performed

inspection using Automatic Optic Inspection (AOI) to find defects by comparing a CCD-
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generated image with the original image. Coverlay composed of polyamide (28 Vm) with

adhesive was patterned by drilling and laser cutting and then attached to the circuit through

hot press lamination. Silkscreen was applied by screen printing through a stainless-steel

vacuum frame and then heated in the oven (180 °C). For a surface finish, electroless nickel

immersion gold was performed in a bath of plating solution. To protect the IC contacts on the

pads from breakage, stiffener from polyamide (75 pm) was reinforced with a glue layer.

Finally, laser cutting was performed to define the base shape of the tracks and islands.
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Figure 4.1: a) Exploded view of the sensor island, b) Flexible PCB fabrication process flow,

c) Bare flexible-stretchable electronic strip (right) and woven electronic strip in a knit textile

,(left), d) Temperature and e) Accelerometer modules, f) Serpentine interconnects, and g)

Cross-sectional view of moulded electronic textile module
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Figure 4.1c presents a picture of the bare device and the device woven into a knit textile. The

device is flipped upside-down since the back of the device, which is close to the ground pad,

will be actively used as a heat sink for temperature sensing. Figure 4.1d-e show the sensor

island for temperature (right) and accelerometer (left) respectively, with outline size of 0.6 x 1

cm. Two layers, serpentine interconnects (300/700 pm, Cu/PI width) serve as the bridge for a

total of four bus lines as PC or SPI network architecture. For the cross-sectional microscope

image of the device (Figure 4.1f), a woven electronic device is submerged and cured in a

PDMS bath, we then cut the moulded device with a dicing saw at the middle of the chip.

Finally, we polished the device using the side of a circular saw. From the picture, it can be

seen that there are four main layers: the textile, encapsulation, chip, and polyimide (PI) layers.

4.2 Sensor and Interconnects Design

Autodesk Eagle PCB is used to design the circuit schematic and layout (Appendix A).

As shown in Figure 4.2a, there are seven various designs. In a 25 by 27.5 cm flexible board, we

could fit 66 temperature sensors and 20 interconnection strips, demonstrating the high

manufacturability and yield of this approach. The temperature sensing, MAX30205 (Maxim

Integrated) has a stated accuracy of 0.1°C between 37 to 39°C, and 0.0039°C resolution. It can

have up to 32 unique address, which can be set by connecting GND, VDD, SDA or SCL signal

to AO, Al, and A2 pins. Because there are eight combinations possible in these three pins for

each signal, we designed four different hard-wired AO, Al, and A2 pins (Figure 4.2b right) to

VDD or GND and SDA or SCL through jumpers, which can be manually joined by soldering

(Figure 4.2c), in order to access all of the possible 32 addresses. The capacitor complement of

the MAX3025 is used as a decoupling capacitor to stabilize the local VDD supply from high-

frequency noise and voltage ripples. The mechanoacoustic sensor used is the MPU6050

(InvenSense). This IMU is capable of measuring 3-axis gyroscope and 3-axis accelerometer,

with a programmable accelerometer range of +/- 2 to 16g, and can have a maximum of two
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addresses in one FC bus. We designed four pads at each side of the sensor islands for modular

connections (VDD, SCL, SDA, GND).

The sensing islands can be joined to the interconnect modules and each other by soldering

these pads together (Figure 4.2d). The interconnect strips have multiple islands of pads (1 x 4

mm) in between serpentine interconnects. This design enables the interconnect strips to be

reconfigurable. It can be cut and joined for any length needed for connection to the sensor

islands. The female headers or holes at the end of these interconnect strips can be used for

textile-hardware connections by looping conductive threads or thin wires and using

conductive epoxy and encapsulant for better electrical and mechanical performance.

Figure 4.2: Mass-manufacturing of flexible-stretchable printed circuit boards, a) Flexible

PCB modular sensor and interconnects layour, b) Temperature sensors, accelerometer, and

interconnects assortment including their various layouts for sensor addressing (right), c)
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Jumper connection to define a sensor address on MAX30205, d) Sensor-interconnects solder

connections, e) Interconnects embedded in a TPU film

A meander structure is applied as the stretchable interconnect design. In the design of such

interconnects, care must be taken to ensure the minimization of stress and strain distribution

around the meander. Spreading the stress across the meander by using a horseshoe rather

than a triangular or sinusoidal shape could reduce the stress concentration at peak points;

therefore, it could avoid early breakage under a repeated mechanical deformation test. As

shown in Figure 4.3, our interconnects design parameters are Wo = 2.854 mm, W =700 [m, r =

850 .tm, and 0 =22.62 °C. Our choice of these values was limited by the DFM tolerance of PCB

and outline laser-cutting for high manufacturing yield.

...r 0 =0°

Wo
W

-= 45

Figure 4.3: Horseshoe patterned stretchable interconnects geometrical parameters

(reprinted from [65])

To improve the stretchability and durability of these interconnects, an analytical solution of

free-standing serpentine ribbon can be applied. Lu et al. demonstrated a 2D plane strain model

of non-planar free-standing and elastomer-embedded serpentines using curved beam (CB)

and elasticity theory [66]. Based on Figure 4.3 above, we define the distance of one period of

serpentine interconnects from end-to-end as

S = 4(Rcose-1 sine) (1)
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Where R = r as shown in Figure 4.3. Since there is no gap in between two arcs in the design,

we can take I= 0. The effective applied strain (Eapp) due to tensile displacement (uo) is given by

2uo
Eapp = -

S '(2)

Due to its symmetry, one period unit of serpentines can be broken into a quarter cell with

fixed boundary and displacement of uo/2 at both ends. Assuming low energy deformation and

linear elasticity, using the CB theory, normalized reaction force (P) and maximum strain(Emax)

around the serpentine can be expressed as

P (cos 0 - sin 0)

co2o0 3 ( +0) 2 +12/ -12 ( + 0))

2 +sin 20 (6 (! + 0) + 9)

+ [(E + 0) (-Lcoso0+ sin / + sin 0 + cs0+ 18 (i+ 0) 32 2R-ff R F- 1(3)
2Ewuo

S (4)

Where P' is the force needed for the linear part of the serpentine to lengthen by 2u., and E is

the plane strain modulus.

wm a2x + - ) (sin 0 + cos 0) ](cos 0 - -L sin 0)

sapp cos20 +3 ( +0) +12/ -12(7 +0)

+ sin 20 (6 (E2 +0) j+ 9)[+ ~+0) ( cos0 + sin0)2 +(sin0+3 cos0 +18(L+0)j( 5 )

This analysis was found to have a good accuracy compared to FEM results when w/R < 0.5.

When the maximum strain is plotted against w/R and 0, it can be concluded that the fracture

always occurs around the inner region of the arc. Serpentines with low w/R exhibit small
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strain distribution, thus higher stretchability. However, this will be at the cost of higher

interconnect resistance. Increasing 0 could also boost interconnects stretchability, but since it

could also increase the overall width (W.), it will reduce the possible number of parallel

meanders in one serpentine structure. Elasticity solution can be used in the case of wide

serpentine (w/R >0.5). In addition, experiments also confirmed that this analytical correlation

can also be applied for serpentines embedded in elastomeric matrix (Ematix < 100 MPa). To

design the stretchability of interconnects under space and geometrical constraints, we can

calculate the most optimal choice of 0, w/R, and 1/R. For two arcs in the serpentine to not to

overlap with each other, we can first define the distance between two arcs as

X= (R- ) cosO-IsinO-(R+) (1-cosO)=0 (6)
2 2

Where X should be larger or equal to 0. By solving Equation 6, the most optimal 0 for

serpentine interconnects is then

-2m1 2(2++6

Omax =2tan-'(- + 2 (7)
R (6+-

4.3 Sensor Networks Architecture

As illustrated below in Figure 4.4a, all of the sensor modules can be connected to the

main module for powering, processing, and wireless communication through the 12 C bus

interface with four signal lines (VDD, SCL, SDA, GND). For a single FC bus, the maximum

sensor nodes it can access is 28= 128 addresses. This means that the system can handle up to

32 temperature sensors, as listed in Table 4.1 (0x40 to Ox5f in 7-bit address) and 2 inertial

measurement units (IMU) (0x68 and 0x69) with only four signal lines shared to every sensor

node. Each sensor island will be connected to each other with the interconnects in a horizontal

manner, where the signal gets collected through the thin wires (32 AWG) going through the

seam (Figure 4.4b) from fabric layer to the external layer. To extend the number of sensors
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possible, an FC digital multiplexer can be used. A TCA9548A can extend the PC bus by 8

times, resulting in 256 possible temperature sensors and 16 IMUs. However, the number of

wires will be increased by 14, due to the bus line extension from the SDAO-SCLO to the SDA7-

SCL7 pins.

Connection
brige

Comnwution

External layer

. -.r e ....
... ....

Fabric layer

Figure 4.4: a) Large area, sensor network system architecture, and

b) Electronic strips horizontal-vertical C bus connection in a bodysuit

A2 Al AO Slave address
(hex)

GND GND GND 90h

GND GND VDD 92h

GND GND SCL 82h

GND GND SDA 80h

GND VDD GND 94h

GND VDD VDD 96h

GND VDD SCL 86h

GND VDD SDA 84h

GND SCL GND B4h

GND SCL VDD B6h

GND SCL SCL A6h

GND SCL SDA A4h

GND SDA GND BOh

GND SDA VDD B2h
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SDA SCL A2h
SDA 

AOhSDA

VDD GND GND 98h

VDD GND VDD 9Ah

VDD GND SCL 8Ah

VDD GND SDA 88h

VDD VDD GND 9Ch

VDD VDD VDD 9Eh

VDD VDD SCL 8Eh

VDD VDD SDA 8Ch

VDD SCL GND BCh

VDD SCL VDD BEh

VDD SCL SCL ACh

VDD SCL SDA Ach

VDD SDA GND B8h

VDD SDA VDD BAh

VDD SDA SCL AAh

VDD SDA SDA A8h

Table 4.1: All of the possible MAX30205 pin connections for FC addressing
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Chapter,5: Sensor Elements

Characterization

5.1 Temperature Sensing

5.1.1 Calibration of Bare Temperature Sensor with IR Camera

Figure 5.1a-b show images of the cross-validation and calibration processes. Three

flexible temperature sensors were attached on the surface of an anodized Al plate, heated

from 25°C to 50°C on hotplate in 300 °C/hr setting. While the temperature on the anodized Al

plate ramped up and was being recorded (25 Hz) by a high-accuracy IR camera (PI 400i,

Optris) with 40mK thermal sensitivity and +/- 2% accuracy, a micro-controller (Arduino UNO)

simultaneously gathered data from all three flexible temperature sensors (33 Hz) and logged

these sensor data to a computer. The IR temperature data from each point near the flexible

temperature sensors on an anodized Al plate was then compared to the sensor temperature

data. Data from experiment (n = 4) with the average sensor reading and error bars at every 1

°C elevation of temperature at a point on the plate near to the sensor read by IR camera arew

plotted in Figure 5.1c-e.
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As can be observed in Figure 5.1f, each sensor required a slightly different calibration factor,

defined by an offset and a multiplier from linear fitting that converts the sensor reading close

to the temperature obtained by the IR camera (Figure 5.1g).
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Figure 5.1: Process for calibrating the temperature sensors. a) Image of the characterization

setup. An anodized Al plate, heated from 25°C to 50°C on hot plate, acting as a heat source.

b) Zoomed in view of the sensor placements on an anodized Al plate, c-e) Temperature

values of each sensor in respect to the temperature on the anodized Al plate measured by

high-accuracy IR camera, f) Sensor graph linear fitting, and g) Sensors response after

calibration
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5.1.2 Thermal Distribution and Simulation of Fabric Temperature Sensor

We then performed IR thermography cross-validation (n = 4) of an exposed device,

encapsulated device and an encapsulated device, embedded in a fabric channel (Figure 5.2a).

The sensor was insulated by thermal conductive epoxy (PE-773, Dupont) and thermoplastic

polyurethane (TE-11C, Dupont). After being embedded into the fabric, the electrically

packaged sensor was placed on the surface of a hot plate and had direct contact with the hot

plate. The results (Figure 5.2b) show that there is an increasing offset as the temperature rises

in both cases with the fabric device exhibiting better performance or higher temperature, due

to the insulating behaviour of the fabric layer that keeps the temperature distribution. These

values were consistent with those determined by FEM simulation.

Comsol multiphysics software was used to study the temperature distribution across the

cross-section of the sensor, and a two-dimensional model was created in accordance with the

structure of the sensor embedded into the textile. The heat transferred from the heat source

(hotplate) to the bottom surface of the packaged sensor due to the thermal contact, and

ultimately transmitted from the top textile layer to the external environment primarily in the

form of convection and radiation. We simulated no air flow, even though air is considered in

the external environment. The ambient temperature was specified as 24.85 °C, similar to the

ambient temperature at the time of experimental characterization. The steady-state

temperature distribution was then theoretically simulated. The simulated results matched the

experimental results with the tolerance of 0.2308 ±0.0488 °C. Figure 5.2c shows the simulated

thermal distribution across the 2-D model, when the hotplate temperature ranged from 30 to

40 °C.

We also conducted a step increase evaluation to observe the transient behaviour of the

temperature sensor. Flexible and rigid temperature sensors with a thickness of 2 mm and 120

pm, respectively were both simultaneously placed on top of 50 °C and their readings were

recorded (25 Hz). As shown in Figure 5.3, the sensor's response in the first few seconds

explains that the flexible temperature sensor performs approximately five times better (5.88
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°C /s) than the rigid temperature sensor (1.14 °C /s). Such capabilities are sufficient to capture

thermal transients relevant to most of the naturally occurring body processes.
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Figure 5.2: Thermal characterization of temperature sensor-embedded fabric, a) Hotplate

setup and thermal image between bare temperature sensor and integrated in a fabric, b)

Characterization, simulation, and calibration results, c) FEM thermal distribution results

from 30 to 40 °C.
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Figure 5.3: Temperature sensor on flexible and rigid PCB transient response during

sudden temperature change

5.2 Mechano-acoustic Sensing for Heart and Breathing Rate Detection

Seismocardiography (SCG) records the subtle motions around the body due to the

atrial muscle contractions and blood ejection as the heart pumps [67]. The frequency

characteristic waveform of SCG thus reflects cardiac mechanical events. It can be

unobtrusively monitored by attaching IMUs to the body or integrating them to objects that

will physically touch the body [68-70]. Depending on the location of the IMUs, they can also

capture body motions caused by the contraction and dilation of the lungs, which relate to the

breathing mechanism. We found a location of right below the sternum to be the most sensitive

location to detect both heart and breathing activities. We assembled, encapsulated, and

integrated an accelerometer module with a customized fabric patch. Figure 5.4g shows our

mechanoacoustic element embedded in a fabric and placed right below the sternum with a

commercial ECG (1000 Hz) and respiration (25 Hz) (Zephyr BioPatch, Medtronic) strap as the

cross-validation device for simultaneous measurement of SCG and ECG.
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A single cardiac cycle represents the contraction (systole) and relaxation (diastole) of heart

muscle motions of the atrium and ventricular chamber. These motions induce electrical

activities, which are followed by mechanical movements as the heart chambers contract and

the valves close. These electromechanical coupling features are imperative in ECG and heart

auscultation. Figure 5.4a-d shows ECG and SCG signals measured simultaneously from a

healthy male subject (age, 25). The SCG data are given by the accelerometer (MPU-6050,

InvenSense) z-axis value with 2g sensitivity and 100 Hz sampling frequency. An FIR low-pass

filter with Fs of 1000 Hz, Fpass of 60 Hz, Fstop frequency of 180 Hz, Dpass of 0.05, and Dstop of 0.0001,

where D is the deviation (ripple) vector, is used to process the raw data (Figure 5.4h) by

eliminating respiratory waveforms. Magnified views of a single cardiac cycle (Figure 5.4b,d)

highlight all the critical features of these two waveforms, such as the mitral valve closure,

aortic valve opening, and rapid ventricular ejection occurring right after R-peak or ventricle

depolarization and aortic valve closure, mitral valve opening, and rapid ventricular filling

after T-peak, ventricle relaxations.

Figure 5.4h shows the raw accelerometer z-axis data. From this data, not only we could gather

SCG data that give information on the heart activity, but we could also find insights on the

breathing activity due to the lung and diaphragm mechanical movements. For respiratory

waveform, FIR low-pass filter with Fs of 1000 Hz, Fass of 1 Hz, Fiop frequency of 2 Hz, Dass of

0.0005, and Dstp of 0.000001 are used instead for eliminating high-frequency signals due to

heart-beat events and getting the DC component of the signals. The result shows a breathing

waveform (Figure 5.4e) that exhibits similar response in comparison to the gold standard

(Figure 5.4f).
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Figure 5.4: Simultaneous measurement of accelerometer SCG with commercial ECG, a)

Mechanoacoustic response of accelerometer embedded in a fabric for one minute, b)

Magnified view of heart acoustic signals in a), MC, mitral valve closure; AG, aortic valve

opening; RE, rapid ventricular ejection; AC, aortic valve closure; MO, mitral valve opening;

RF, rapid ventricular filling, c) Commercial ECG response under one minute and its d)

magnified response, e) Accelerometer and f) commercial device respiratory waveform, g)

Commercial device and fabric accelerometer sensor placement, h) Raw mechanoacoustic

waveform
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Chapter 6: Personalized Smart

Garment Development

6.1 Fabrics Development

Digital knitting is a programmable, automatic machine process of stitching interlocked

loops from multiple strands of yarns. It uses several needles or hooks to arrange the

interlocking mechanism of loops into fabrics. The process of knitting starts with multiple

cones of yarns that got pulled to the machine by yarn carriers until a certain programmed

tension is achieved. The carriers then slide back and forth horizontally while the needles catch

the yarns to form the loops. Each carrier can be sequentially controlled to slide and combine

different yarns for structural or colour patterns.

The programming interface consists of two grid sections (Figure 6.1b-c). The left grid is used

to develop the shape and pattern of the knit fabrics through x-y color block programming,

where each color and logo represent specific knit operation. This operation can be, for

example, knit, skip, tuck, and transfer. Since most of the flat-bed machines have two sides,

they commonly perform front and back knit operations. The vertical grid defines the length
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of the fabric, while the horizontal grid defines the width; these parameters can be calculated

by the number of loops required. On the right grid, machine instructions can be color-

programmed by a user for every line of knitting. These instructions include the yarn carriers

number, knitting speed, direction, tension etcetera.

The knit fabrics were developed by a digital flat two-bed knitting machine (Super-J 212,

Matsuya). Two yarn carriers were used in order to make two layers of weft-knit fabric through

inter-looping (Figure 6.1d). Weft knitting is a method of forming a fabric in which the loops

are made in a horizontal way from a single yarn and intermeshing of loops take place in a

circular or flat form on across wise basis. Each yarn carrier holds 2-ply of high-flex polyester

yarns. Textile channels for electronic integration were knitted by allowing both the front and

back needle beds to knit simultaneously and make a spacer fabric with a hollow channel. The

number of wale line (5) in this spacer fabric defines the width of the opening (1 cm) while the

course line number establishes the length of the knit fabric (Figure 6.1e). The rest of the fabric

was formed through interlocking. Interlocking uses two sets of needles that knit back-to-back

in an alternate sequence to create two sides of the fabric that are exactly in line with each other,

forming one layer. Solder-tip melting was performed to open the channels for the exposed

part of the sensor modules with a distance of 1.5 cm.
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Figure 6.1: Customized textiles, a) Two-bed knitting machine in action, b) Digital knitting

software interface, c) The structure of the customized fabrics in visual programming, the

stripes correspond to hollow two-layer fabrics, and the checkered pattern represents

interlocking mechanism, d) single jersey knit loop structure (left) and interlocking loop

structure (right), and e) an image of the knit fabric prototype

6.2 Garment Fitting and Fabrication

After the pattern was drafted, the knitted fabric was laser cut with the open channels

in a horizontal orientation. The bodysuit must be personalized to ensure there is sufficient

pressure for sensor contact between the textile and skin [71]. As shown in Table 6.1 below, a

set of key tailoring measurements was used as a reference for the compression shirt and pants

[72]. Most garment distortions happen due to the active movements of the upper body such

as shoulder movements, arm extension, and elbow diameter change [73-74]. According to

Hatch, the typical stretchability range of textiles for a tailored garment is 15 to 25 %, for

sportswear is 20 to 35 %, and for a form-fit compression garment is between 30 to 40 % [75].

Based on these data, we expect our stretchable electronics to withstand a strain of up to 30 %.

The horizontal measurements (e.g. neck circumference, waist circumference, thigh

circumference) were reduced by around 10 % depending on the dimension to ensure a tight

fit. The optimal amount of strain can be determined after further testing on the yield strain of

the stretchable interconnects, the compression pressure, and on the fit of the bodysuit. A seam

allowance of 1.5 cm was used on the pattern pieces. The shirt (Figure 6.2) consists of a front,

back, two sleeves, and polo neck pieces. The raw edges of the seams were joined together

using a zig-zag stitch as an overlocking stitch.
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Dimension Measurement Desired Pattern
(cm) strain Dimension

(cm)

front length 51.00 0 51.00
back length 52.00 0 52.00
neck circumference 37.00 0.1 33.64

armhole depth 20.00 0 20.00

armhole 49.00 0.1 44.55
circumference
elbow circumference 27.50 0.1 25.00
wrist circumference 17.00 0.1 15.45

sleeve inseam 38.00 0 38.00
shoulder to bicep 16.50 0 16.50
bicep to elbow 10.00 0 10.00
elbow to wrist 26.50 0 26.50
shoulder to wrist 56.00 0 56.00
length

shoulder width back 45.00 0.1 40.91
center back 39.00 0 39.00
bust 88.00 0.1 80.00
upper waist 81.00 0.1 73.64
circumference

waist 76.00 0.1 69.09
hip circumference 84.00 0.1 76.36
neck to bust 18.50 0 18.50
neck to upper waist 29.50 0 29.50
neck to waist 38.00 0 38.00
neck to upper hip 47.00 0 47.00

neck to hip 54.00 0 54.00

Table 6.1: Measurement of the body and the calculated pattern dimension for the
development of compression garment
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Figure 6.2: AutoCAD drawing of the a) front, b) back, c) sleeve piece and the resulting d)

front, b) back, c) sleeve piece after cutting from the digitally-knitted customized fabrics.

6.3 Electronic-textile Integration

As illustrated in the process flow of Figure 6.3, after the sensor-interconnects modules

bonding by hot-melt soldering (Pb-free #4900-112G, MG Chemicals), the sensor electronics

were encapsulated (PE773, Dupont) by using medical and semiconductor grade epoxy resin

that is machine-washable for both mechanical and electrical protection. The electronic strips

were then further encapsulated in a stretchable outer shell, in which two films of

thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU TE11-C, Dupont) are laminated and each side of the TPU is

bonded with heat (150 °C). After that, the stretchable electronic strips can be integrated into

one of the textile channels through manual weaving. Every sensor is exposed through the

opening and glued to the textile with a washable fabric glue (OK to Wash-It, Aleene). Four

power and signal wires from the main hub were threaded to every end of these strips to

connect the microprocessor to all available sensors (Figure 6.4e-f). Figure 6.4 shows all of the

stretchable electronic strips before and after weaving and wiring. All of these garment pieces
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were then sewn together to realize a tailored bodysuit (Figure 6.5) using a commercial grade

sewing machine (CG590, Singer).
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IC and passive
components
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0 TPU film

Adhesive
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Figure 6.3: Electronic-textile integration process flow, a) Unpopulated sensor and

interconnect modules, b) Populating the sensor chips to the islands, c) Interconnects bridge

and sensors island are bonded together through soldering, d) Encapsulation of ICs and

soldered connections, e) Lamination of TPU on both sides and only both edges with hot air

gun, f) after lamination, g) Weaving of electronic strips into textile channels, h) Sensor island

exposed through the opening for skin contact with adhesion by fabric glue at the bottom
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Figure 6.4: Electronic-textile integration, a-c) The front, back, and sleeve piece with every

flexible-stretchable electronic strip on their position before and d-e) after weaving, f) Four

thin copper wires hidden at the seam to connect all of the strips to the main hub for

processing and communication, g) A stretchable sensor strip is being woven, and h) Sewing

process of the sleeve piece
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a

Figure 6.5: The inside view of tailored bodysuit, a) front-side, b) back-side showing the

integration of accelerometer (circled in red) and multiple temperature sensors (the rest)
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Chapter 7: Testing Methodology

7.1 Mechanical Performance of Stretchable Interconnects

To assess the reliability and electromechanical performance of the serpentine

interconnects, we performed two types of tests. The first test is one-time uniaxial stretching

until substrate breakage and conductor rupture. Figure 7.1a demonstrates the setup for this

test. A commercial mechanical tester (Instron 5943) with a 0.5 kN load cell was used. Load

and extension data were recorded using a crosshead speed of 1 mm/s until 100% extension of

the original length of the samples. The prepared samples were the interconnect modules with

two serpentine lines (Figure 7.1b) and dimensions of 10 x 20 mm. Resistance was measured

with a LCR meter (E4980A, National Instrument) connected to the integrated sensor leads

with probes. Via a common I/O interface, (BNC-2111, National Instruments), the load,

extension, and resistance data were synchronously obtained and logged.

As shown in Figure 7.1b-d, the extension of three stretchable interconnects do not influence

the resistance of 0.32 to 0.45 0 until rupture events at strain around 79 to 88%. Two drops can

be seen in the load behaviour around the rupture points, which occurred due to the sequential
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breakage of two serpentine lines. A similar response can also be observed in the case of a

sensor module connected in between two interconnects, with a dimension of 10 x 50 mm. All

of the three samples rupture points localize around the 80% strain with stable interconnects

resistance of two times of the previous case (0.6 to 0.8 [).The interconnections do not suffer

from any change in electrical resistance when tested, especially when joined to the sensor

module. This test also verifies the robustness or strong bonding of the soldered connections

in between the interconnects (bridges) and the sensors (islands). Therefore, it can be

concluded that both types of interconnections are functional and will stay highly conductive

for strain value of up to 80%.
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Figure 7.1: Single uniaxial stretching test, a) Test setup with further image of the sample, b)

Images of single interconnection at initial and rupture condition, c) Load vs strain

measurement of three samples, d) Load and resistance of three samples upon stretching, e)

images of sensor island between two interconnects at initial and rupture condition, f) Load

vs strain measurement of three samples, g) Load and resistance vs time of three samples

upon stretching

We also performed a fatigue test until conductor rupture of a single interconnect and a sensor

module integrated between two interconnects, which can be used to evaluate the reliability

and lifetime of serpentine interconnects. As previously explained in Section 6.2, the

stretchable electronics embedded into textiles should withstand a strain of up to 30% to

compromise garment distortions due to the movements of the body. It was observed that both

cases of stretchable interconnects could withstand 1000 stretching cycles at 30 % elongation

(Figure 7.2e). Both interconnects show stable, flat low resistance behaviour as a conductor

throughout the test (Figure 7.2b-c and 7.2g-h). Load vs strain graphs (Figure 7.2a,f) illustrate

the viscoelastic-plastic behaviour of the TPU [76-77]. As shown in Figure 7.2, at the first cycle,

there is a large gap and hysteresis shift of load due to the visco-plastic behaviour of TPU,

before the mechanical integrity of the TPU weakens and become more elastic at the rest of the

stretching cycles. After the fatigue test, both samples showed an elongation of around 10%.
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Figure 7.2: Fatigue test of serpentine interconnects, a) Single serpentine interconnect

showing viscoplastic-elastic hysteresis behaviour with its b,c) time response, d) the first five

load response, e) Images of the interconnects for every 200 cycles until 1000 cycles, f) Sensor

island between two interconnects showing similar visco-plastic hysteresis behaviour with its

g,h) time response

The mechanical performance of the serpentine structure was also simulated using commercial

finite element modeling (FEM) package COMSOL Multiphysics 5.0. One end of the unit cell

was applied by the fixed constraint, while boundary load was posed to another end of the

unit cell. The top polyimide surface was set to be symmetry [66]. The TPU material is assumed

to be hyperelastic and exhibit viscoelasticity. Stress distribution were simulated for the tensile
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test with the deformation of 30%. Figure 7.3a shows the stress distribution across the

serpentine sample. The zoom-in views of the deformed samples (Figure 7.3b) reveal the

maximum normalized stress occurred at arc angle = ±90 °C. The simulation results of 1.8335

MPa has an agreement with experimental tensile strength measurement (1.8755 MPa) at the

large deformation region of 40% based on Figure 7.1c. The simulation error is less than 10%

in the preliminary results, and further optimization for the FEM model is being carried out.

b r - ---- -••- --- ----- •--- --a 2.5

2.5

2 E
2

1.5 1.5

0.5

L--------------------------

Figure7.3: FEM simulation of one serpentine interconnect module, a) stress distribution

color mapping, b) zoomed-in views

7.2 Compression Garment Pressure Estimation

Compression garments have been widely used in medical treatment and sports

applications. These garments can enhance the performance of the athletes, minimize injury,

and accelerate recovery by reducing muscle vibrations, fatigue, and improving blood

circulation [71]. The purpose of developing a compression garment in this work is to ensure

intimate contact between the sensor and the skin and achieve spatiotemporal accuracy. Using

a disk sensor laminated on the skin, Mahanty and Roemer stated that a pressure of 2 mmHg

is sufficient to accurately measure skin temperature, while a larger pressure of up to 20 mmHg

will result in an increase of temperature due to the pressure exerted to the local tissue [78].
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For wearability comfort, the compression pressure should not be more than 44.1 mmHg,

which is near to the average capillary blood pressure of 32.3 mmHg near the skin [79]. With

this in mind, we would like to design a smart garment with compression pressure in the range

of 2 to 20 mmHg.

To model the pressure in a compressive garment, we first define the rigidity of the elastic

fabric material as

AT
El = - (1)ASt

where T is the fabric tension per unit length in gf/cm and St is the fabric extension. Assuming

that we have a tubular fabric covering a cylindrical tube, the fabric extension and the size of

the reduction (Re) are given by

R - r
St = (2)

r

R - r
Re = R (3)

Re
St = 1 - Re (4)

R is the radius of a cylindrical tube, and r is the radius of tubular elastic fabric (R > r). By

applying Laplace's law, the pressure (P) in gf/cm 2 can be defined as

T
P = - (5)

R

Expressing C as the circumference of the cylindrical tube gives us

C
T = -P (6)

2r
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Substituting parameters in Equations 1 and 4 with Equation 5 results in

Re C
E= -P (7)

1 - Re 27

1
Re = 2wEl (8)

1CtubeP

Since the human body model is not a perfectly cylindrical tube, we define a compression factor

to define relationship between the circumference of the human body and cylindrical tube

Ctube Cbody (9)
CF

Rearranging Equation 9 into 8 gives us the final pressure value of elastic fabric for compressive

garment purposes

2nEI(CF) Re

Cbody 1- Re

In order to find the compression pressure throughout the body, we initially need to study the

tensile properties and calculate the rigidity of our fabric material. Four digitally knit fabric

patches were cut in 5 x 10 cm and used as samples for tensile strength test using a commercial

mechanical tester machine (Instron 5943). The samples were extended at 200mm/min using a

0.5 kN load cell. Load and extension data were recorded until the samples ruptured. Figure

7.3a shows the results of the mechanical test. We consider a typical stretch range for

compression garments, which is the first portion of a load-extension curve (5 to 35 %) to

calculate the rigidity of our fabric. By using Equation 1, the El of each fabric is calculated to

be 662.8, 846.4, 773.6, and 716.84 respectively.

Ten circumference points of the arm and the sleeve of the compression garments were also

measured to calculate the size of reduction as listed in Table 7.1 and illustrated in Figure 7.3c.

A study on 34 human subjects revealed that compression factor (CF) for the upper limb of a

human body is 0.9 [80]. By using the aforementioned values in Equation 11, we can model the
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pressure of elastic fabric around the upper limb region of the human body. These modelled

values were also cross-validated with a high-accuracy compression fabric sub-bandage

pressure monitor (Kikuhime, TT Meditrade) [81], as illustrated in Figure 7.3b. Figure 7.3d

presents both the experimental and modelled pressure variations across the sleeve. The

pressure values for both cases show a similar trend, with higher accuracy when the pressure

variations are below 8 mmHg. These values, therefore, match our desired property in

electronic-integrated compression garment for on-body sensing with pressure variations of 2

to 20 mmHg.
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40
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Figure 7.4: Compression pressure profile measurement, a) Instron mechanical test to find

the rigidity of customized fabrics, b) Sub-bandage pressure monitoring of an arm sleeve, c)

Test points for the d) experimental and modelled value of compression pressure across the

arm
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Distance from Sleeve Arm
Location upper shoulder circumference circumference Strain Reduction

(cm) (cm) (cm)
1 47 20 20.5 0.025 0.024390244

2 43 21.2 24.3 0.146226415 0.127572016

3 39 23 26.9 0.169565217 0.144981413

4 35 24.4 27.4 0.12295082 0.109489051

5 31 25.8 26.5 0.027131783 0.026415094

6 27 27 27.5 0.018518519 0.018181818

7 27 27 29 0.074074074 0.068965517

8 23 28 30 0.071428571 0.066666667

9 19 29 31 0.068965517 0.064516129

10 15 29.5 31.5 0.06779661 0.063492063

Table 7.1: Measurements of the arm and sleeve circumference for strain and reduction

calculation

7.3 Water Vapor Transmission Test

The breathability, which is the ability of a fabric to permeate moisture vapor, such as

due to sweat or perspiration is one of the most vital comfort factors in garment design [82].

Measurements of daily water vapor transmission in this work follow the standards as

described in ASTM E96 [83]. Four 70 mm diameter and 50 mm height glass Petri dishes were

prepared each filled with 40g of water. Three fabric samples from 100% cotton fabric, 95%

polyester and 5% spandex sports fabric, and our own 100% high-flex polyester fabric were cut

and sealed to each dish opening with rubber bands (Figure 7.4a). Accumulated weight loss of

each dish were measured daily for eight days at a room temperature (21°C) and 50% humidity

with precision analytical scale (ME54TE, Mettler Toledo), as shown in Figure 7.4b. This weight

loss (AW) is the amount of water vapor that has transmitted through the fabrics and

evaporated. The water vapor transmission rates (WVTR) can be calculated as following
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WVTR=AW(g/24hrs)
A (m2)

Where AW is the slope of the weight change in grams (g) every after 24 hours and A is the

transmission surface area in M 2 . From Figure 7.4b, we can, therefore, use Equation 12 to

populate Table 7.2. From the results, it can be observed that even though our own customized,

double-layer knit fabric is thicker (1.9 mm) compared to the cotton (0.4 mm) and sports fabrics

(1.1 mm), the breathability performance of our fabric is still on a par with 93.78% close to the

sports fabric and 69.96% to the open-air case.
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Figure 7.5: a) Water vapor evaporation rate setup showing three different fabrics and

an open air (control)under test, b) Accumulated weight change of liquid content per

day

Sample WVTR (gm-2 /24hrs)

1 (control) 1335.73
2 996.5

3 978.47
4 934.5

Table 7.2: Calculated WVTR for every sample based on Equation 11
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7.4 Textile Washability

Similar to how we regularly treat our garments, we would like our electronic textile to

be washable for long-term use. Toward this end, we first embedded LED strips into the textile

channels for a washability test. Eight LEDs were soldered to the interconnect pads and

connected in a parallel configuration before they were woven into the textile patch. The textile

patch was washed multiple times using an industrial washing machine (MHN33PDCWWO,

Maytag Washer) with 20 g of commercial detergent (Ultra Stain Release, Tide). LED brightness

with a supply voltage of 2 V and interconnect resistance were unchanged after the first wash

until up to ten wash cycles (Figure 7.5a-b). The values of resistance were as expected, since

from previous mechanical tests (Section 7.1), each serpentine has a to resistance of 0.32 to 0.45

Q and in the fabric, a total of eight serpentine interconnects are connected in series. We

observed no flakes or discoloration on the silicone encapsulation after multiple mechanical

washing cycles and liquid chemical treatment.

a
Cycle 0 1 3 5 10

b
3
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102.6

.~2.4
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2.2

2
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Washing Cycle

Figure 7.6: a) LED functionality and b) interconnection resistance test throughout 10

washing cycles
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AI

We also conducted a continuous and real-time washing study, where we wove a strip of three

temperature sensors and an accelerometer module into a textile patch, as captured in Figure

7.7a. The electronic textile patch was connected to a BLE module (MetaWearR, Mbientlab)

sealed inside a tube with clear silicone glue (RTV Silicone, Dynatex). Figure 7.7b shows the

real-time setup with a computer simultaneously logging and streaming sensor data with the

industrial washing machine (MHN33PDCWWO, Maytag Washer) in action in the

background. Figure 7.6c-d captures the sensor data of the entire washing cycle that lasted for

34 minutes. Since the 'delicate and knit' option was chosen, cold water was mostly used

during the wash. Throughout the washing with 20g of standard detergent (Ultra Stain

Release, Tide), the textile patch underwent an initial warm wash, 3 cycles of rinsing, 2 cycles

of draining, and a dry spin at the end. The temperature recordings reflect these events, while

the accelerometer readings show 4 cycles of sequential slow spin, 3 cycles of continuous

medium spin, and a cycle of fast spin for drying mode in the end. It can be observed that

towards the end, the accelerometer values are saturated by the medium and fast spin. These

tests thus prove the robustness of the encapsulation and interconnections of the system not

only mechanically, but also electrically during delicate washing.
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sealed, floating chamber, b) Test setup image, c) Temperature and d) accelerometer data

during the entire washing test
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Chapter 8: Results and

Evaluation

8.1 Scalability

As illustrated in Figure 8.1a, we developed a textile demonstrator to show the

capability of our electronic textiles for modular, large-scale distributed sensor networks. Three

strips of flexible-stretchable sensor islands, containing a total of 15 temperature sensors were

woven into a digitally knit textile channel fabric. Other two sets of fabric patch can be joined

one by one by either manual or machine sewing (Figure 8.1b). To connect the micro-controller

with these woven electronic strips, four thin copper wires working as a bus were sewn and

soldered to the via holes at each end of the strips. In here, we demonstrated two fabric patches

joined to the first one to extend the sensor number from 15 to 20, and then to 25 sensors.

Additional temperature sensors can also be connected horizontally, by using the

interconnection modules to extend more sensors at the other end of the strips. We finally

extended our fabric to have 30 sensors by adding one temperature sensor on each strip, as

well as sewing the additional fabric layer in horizontal direction.
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As a way to detect the existence and address of each temperature sensor, we ran an FC scanner

program in the micro-controller. The program sequentially reads each possible FC address

(out of 128) and waits for a connection response back if an address is a match. Figure 8.1c

shows all of the respective scanned sensor addresses as more fabrics were sewn and more

sensors were connected, as illustrated in Figure 8.1b. We envision a roll-to-roll, sensor-rich

electronic fabric that can be cut into any size, sewn, and joined as necessary for the

development of a tailored smart bodysuit.
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Figure 8.1: Scalable electronic textile system a) Illustration of the sensor networks

connection on fabric, b) Demonstration of scalability of the electronic textile with c) more

sensors detected as more fabric elements are joined
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8.2 System Overview

Chapters 4 and 6 have covered the fabrication of flexible-stretchable electronic

modules, development of digital knit textiles, and the integration between the two. The other

main purpose of this work is to leverage this sensing fabric platform and design a

personalized smart suit for on-body sensing. The modularity of the fabrics, sensors, and

interconnects enables researchers and designers to engineer specific forms and functions

based on their needs. As our first prototype, we embedded and distributed 30 temperature

sensors all inside a long-sleeve compression-type shirt, as well as one IMU right below the

sternum. Figure 8.2 shows all of the sensor modalities, addresses, and locations around the

body. The black and red dots represent temperature sensor and accelerometer nodes

respectively. The completed bodysuit has 2 temperature sensors integrated into the neck-

piece, 5 temperature sensors in each arm-sleeve, 11 temperature sensors and one

accelerometer in the front-piece, and 7 temperature sensors in the back-piece.
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Figure 8.2: Multi-point, multi-modal sensor addresses and mapping
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As illustrated in Figure 8.3a, the tailored approach of making our compression garment

through body fitting (Section 6.2) results in an electronic textile suit that fully conforms to the

curvature of the body. The personalized tight fit ensures that there is a minimal shift of the

sensors from their prime locations during daily activities without restraining full body

movements. Compressive pressure values of 2 to 20 mmHg, modelled and measured

throughout the arm (Section 7.2) also improve sensor-to-skin contact and the accuracy of

sensor readings. The tightness of the bodysuit during wear, engineered to be 10% less than

the circumference of the body parts could also well accommodate the suggested maximum

strain range of the island-bridge stretchable circuits for long-term use of around 30% (Section

7.1).
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Figure 8.3: Electronic textile bodysuit a) showing its conformability to the wearer, b-c)

Pluggable hardware module for easy use and care of the electronic textile system, d-f)

Images of the outside and inside of the main hub

All of the sensors going horizontally through the stripes are collected with four thin copper

wires vertically through the seams and connected to the main hub (Feather BLE, Adafruit or
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MetaWearR, Mbientlab) through 2 C protocol. As captured in Figure 8.3b-c, we sewed

conductive snaps that function as a textile-hardware connector to link the FC pins on the

micro-controller to thelFC wires on the textile. The pluggable mechanism allows the hardware

to be removed during washing or charging of the battery. Figure 8.3d-f shows the main hub

connector, system, and packaging. The MetaWearR is a low-power sensor streaming

hardware that consists of a microprocessor, a wireless communication system with BLE 4.0

smart, a rechargeable LiPo battery through micro-USB, a set of on-board environmental

sensors, and flash memory. The 2C pins of this micro-controller are wired to the conductive

snaps for the textile-hardware interface. Through wireless Bluetooth communication, a

computer can access all of the sensor addresses and log their data accordingly. These data can

then be stored or visualized in real-time with python Matplotlib and pygame library.

8.3 Activity Test

We performed an activity test on a subject wearing the tailored intelligent body suit

(Figure 8.4a). All experiments were conducted in compliance with the guidelines of IRB and

were reviewed and approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on the

Use of Humans as Experimental Subject (COUHES Protocol 1901656745). A male volunteer

with no prior medical history of chronic cardiovascular, skin, mental health disease, or

physical disability was recruited for participation in this test, and informed, signed consent

was obtained from the individual after passing the pre-screening procedure. As illustrated in

Figure 8.4b, the subject was asked to stand still on a treadmill for two minutes before

commencing the physical exercise test. The subject then started to run at a graded load of 6

mph for 9 minutes, before slowing down to 3 mph for one minute. Finally, the subject stopped

the treadmill and rested by standing for 3 minutes until the test ended. During the entire test,

the electronic textile bodysuit accessed, captured, and sent full-body temperature (1 Hz) and

IMU (100 Hz, accelerometer x, y, and z-axis) data to a computer through BLE communication

for logging. The subject performed the same test for a second time and was uncovered,

without the electronic textile bodysuit for validation with IR cameras (Duo R, FLIR).
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Figure 8.4: a) A subject performing the physical exercise task, b) Four separate sections of

the entire activity test

The temperature distribution will enable us to study heat transfer between our skin and

environment. Intense physical activity activates the muscle, produces heat in the core element,

and initiates vasoconstriction that transfers blood from internal to superficial regions of the

body [64]. We can, therefore, monitor temperature change around the body during various

dynamic physical activities such as daily activity and exercise, to see how heat dissipation and

perspiration influence thermal comfort or athletic performance.

Figure 8.5 shows all of the temperature sensor data throughout the body during the 15

minutes running test. Sensor data in these figures are separated in terms of their respective

location from Figure 8.2, with Figure 8.5a representing all sensors on the front body, Figure

8.5b on the back, Figure 8.5c on both arms, and Figure 8.5d on the neck. In addition, for better

understanding through visualization, Figure 8.6 illustrates a body heat-map from the

temperature sensor data corresponding to each location. At the start of the activity test, the

body heat-map shows a higher temperature profile on the neck, chest, upper-abdomen and

upper-back regions and it becomes lower towards the lower-abdomen and lower-back. The

triceps region and the lower part of both arms also showed the lowest temperature compared

to the other upper-body regions.
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In most cases, we can observe a short increase in temperature before it decreases in trend after

the subject started to run at a graded load. A sudden change in exercise intensity increases

cutaneous blood flow and releases heat, resulting in an increase of core and skin body

temperature. This phenomenon occurs until perspiration starts and sweat evaporates from

the eccrine glands of the skin, providing a cooling effect and decreasing the skin temperature

throughout [84-85]. As the sweat permeates through the fabric, the temperature tends to

stabilize towards the end of the resting period. We can see that temperature around the

posterior, especially at the arms, does not show a significant trend, which may be due to the

local heat flux and blood flow that mostly originate from primary organs around the central

region [86].
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To confirm our results, we conducted a second running task and performed IR thermography

(Duo R, FLIR) on the same subject without the electronic textile bodysuit. Figure 8.7 shows

the body heat-map at anterior, posterior, and lateral view from the thermal camera right

throughout the running test at a graded load (Figure 8.4b). The color change indicates a

reduction in temperature all across the whole body caused by the sweat, with an incremental

increase while resting from minute 12 to 15. Even though the thermal camera has a higher

resolution (160 x 120 pixels) compared to the electronic textile bodysuit (30 points), it has a

relatively low thermal accuracy of +/- 5°C compared to our body temperature sensor, which

is close to +/- 0.1°C (Section 5.1). Thermal images from the second test show body temperature

spread of 29.8 to 30.85 °C, while the first test with the bodysuit results in temperature spread

of 28.5 to 34.7 °C. The latter range is closer to typical body temperature range during normal

activity and intense physical exercise [85]. Therefore, the electronic textile bodysuit provides

a wearable platform to measure multi-point and monitor sudden changes of temperature

across primary body regions with excellent accuracy and dynamic range.
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Accelerometer data and mechanoacoustic waveforms from the activity test are also presented

in Figure 8.8 below. Figure 8.8a shows all 3-axis accelerometer data for the entire 15 minutes

of the task. We can observe the intensity of the task, shown as periodic 3-axis waveforms that

can be counted to 174 steps per minute, representing running at 6 mph (Figure 8.8b). The

increasing acceleration when the subject started running at a graded load (Figure 8.8c) and

the transitioning acceleration as the subject slowed down to walking at 3 mph, corresponding

to 120 steps per minute (Figure 8.8d) are also visible. By zooming into the z-axis acceleration

at rest, we can observe the mechanoacoustic waveforms, triggered by the subtle contraction

and relaxation of the heart, lung, and diaphragm (Figure 8.8e-f). Both figures represent raw

data before any further processing, such as filtering. Before the exercise, we can see a clear

breathing waveform in Figure 8.8e, corresponding to 4 breaths per 10 seconds (24 bpm) with

small peaks of the beating heart of 18 spikes per 10 seconds (118 bpm). After the subject

performed a graded-load exercise, a large amplitude of mechanoacoustic vibrations from the

heart is clearly visible due to the increase in cardiac output. As physical exercise intensity

increases, the heart needs to pump more blood and oxygen supply to meet the demand of the

body's muscles. The lung and respiratory system also respond to the intensity, with increasing

breathing rate to compensate for the oxygen requirement of the body to release energy. In

correlation to the activity of these organs, after the exercise, both heart rate and breathing rate

increased to 156 bpm and 54 bpm, respectively.

With the electronic textile bodysuit, we demonstrate its ability to sense multi-point

physiological processes around the body, such as temperature, in addition to cardiac and

respiratory cycles. The multi-modal nature of the platform also enables multi-functionality,

as the accelerometer can also be used to monitor physical activity, such as during normal,

daily tasks (e.g. sitting, walking, sleeping) or intense physical exercise (e.g. jogging or

running).
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Chapter 9: Conclusion and

Future Work

9.1 Conclusion

In summary, we have merged flexible-stretchable electronics with customized knit

fabrics to develop an intelligent soft bodysuit for distributed on-body sensing. Large-scale

manufacturing of flexible printed circuit boards and knit fabrics enables low-cost, scalable

devices with customizable forms and functions. By leveraging a digital knitting machine, we

developed novel stretchable fabrics with textile channels for the integration of sensors and

interconnects. The FC protocol allows a modular sensor networks architecture for an

electronic textile system that can be cut, re-joined, and extended. Not only did we produced

our own fabric structures and patterns, but we also tailored the fabric into a compression

garment for a tight fit and conformal attachment to the curvature of the body. The engineered

compression pressure across the body ensures each sensor's contact to the skin and minimizes

dislocation from the sensing points. Similar to everyday fabrics, we confirmed the washability
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of the electronic textile by performing a washing test. We also confirmed the electrical and

mechanical performance throughout and after multiple of the washing cycles, as well as

conducted a water vapour transmission test for breathability and comfort metric.

As our final prototype, we integrated 31 sensor islands into the tailored bodysuit, including

30 temperature sensors spread across the upper-body region, and one accelerometer placed

right below the sternum. Four copper wires going through the seam of the bodysuit act as bus

lines to power all of the sensors and collect all of their communication signals through. These

wires are connected to conductive snaps, into which is snapped to the main hub for textile-

hardware interface. The main hub hosts the microprocessor, battery, and wireless

communication system. Intense physical exercise was conducted to demonstrate the ability of

the electronic textile bodysuit to perform continuous spatiotemporal temperature sensing, as

well as simultaneous mechanoacoustic sensing for the estimation of heart-rate and breathing

rate. Compared to IR thermography, this approach enables high-accuracy temperature

sensing without being spatially limited by the camera's view or the need to be naked,

expanding its applications in wearable sensing for dynamic and everyday activities. The

accelerometer could also detect body movements for physical activity monitoring. The multi-

modal, multi-functional nature of this electronic textile bodysuit will enable a new strategy of

personalized telemedicine that could advance mobile, comfortable, and continuous

physiological and physical activity monitoring not only in the hospital and laboratory, but

also in home-care settings with potential implications in rehabilitation, healthcare, and sports

science.

9.2 Future Work

With this work, we are trying to change the approach of general health sensing from

being obtrusive and single-point to being comfortable and able to perform multimodal and

spatiotemporal physiological and physical sensing. Since this electronic textile platform is

scalable and modular, not only it can be personalized for different body types, in the future,

but it can also be customized to different forms for various applications, from bra, underwear,

to wet-suit, for neonatal and pediatric care to space exploration. A distributed network of
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inertial sensors could enable body gesture recognition for human-computer interaction or

rehabilitation, or on a longer time-scale, for context-aware activity recognition. The

incorporation of more modalities, such as skin hydration, conductance, and pH on top of

temperature would enable interesting use-cases in clinical medicine such as dermatology,

neurology, human nutrition, and sport studies. Multi-point, large-scale electrophysiological,

stiffness, or impedance mapping through a set of electrodes and ultrasound transducers

around the body would find applications in kinesiology and clinical imaging. Due to its

configurability, we envision a future framework where a patient or user-oriented application

is considered in the design of the electronic textile system [87]. Finally, we hope that this

technology could be accessible and affordable to the society. In order to do this, we demand

multi-disciplinary efforts that standardize mass-manufacturing and production of smart

textiles or clothing in every aspect, from garment manufacturing, hardware integration, to

software developments, as we envision and initially demonstrated by this work.

9.3 Ethical Considerations

Despite the potential of electronic textiles in transforming healthcare delivery,

several ethical concerns need to be taken into an account. It might be possible that the suit will

fail to transmit data or give a false-positive signal. Start-up diagnostic tests and error alarm

mechanisms need to be designed to ensure functionality of the suit and mitigate the

unintended consequences. There is also a privacy issue in wireless monitoring devices. Access

to the individual health data should be regulated, so that insurance companies, governments,

or employers, for example, are not able to exploit these data without consent from the patients

and large-scale manufacture intelligent bodysuit for their own benefits. Lastly, sustainability

of textile products should also be put into consideration by using environmentally-friendly

fibers. Sustainable textiles use a minimum of land or water resources, produce little waste,

and are biodegradable or recyclable into a new raw material at the end of their life cycle.
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Figure A.1: Circuit schematics of MPU6050 accelerometer
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Figure A.2: Circuit schematics of MAX30205 temperature sensor
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